
ESSAY ABOUT SPACE EXPLORATION IS A WASTE OF MONEY

Billions of dollars are spent every year for space exploration but does this money bring us any benefits? We present the
top arguments from.

Money could be allocated for education. The only way to reduce population is prosperity, because we
prosperous countries do not breed so fast. Basically, I think that the only reason that we are so interested in
exploring our own planet is because it is "our" planet, and we are under the absurd impression that we must
know our own environment before branching out into others, when truthfully, doing both at the same time is
an ideal opportunity that we seem to be taking for granted. Their civilisation collapsed in about AD because
they over-exploited their environment. It is definitely of much importance as the information has given birth to
many scientific inventions and innovations. Space exploration is the key to scientific development. Fuel cell
research would not, in all likelihood, be as advanced as it is today. And what about over coming poverty?
Space exploration gave impetus to projects that have been useful, as well as providing valuable scientific
knowledge. Mostly a joke, but hey, they work! What if a disaster happens in the U. The printing press would
have remained in Germany unless some other nation happened to stumble on the same process. Our Earth is
also nearlly completely explored except for the oceans depths which are frankly impossible to get to the
bottom too. Space exploration has played an immense part in American history. We simply don't have the
money or resources. These questions drive so many people that calling space travel a 'waste of money' seems
to be an insult to so many people's lives and careers! The way to do that is not to go charging off into Space,
wasting unbelievable quantities of money in pursuit of some chimera that we might in one day come back with
some valuable mineral. But then again, why inconvenience hardworking taxpayers by spending tons of their
money exploring outer space? A private investor uses financial resources much more efficiently and achieve
better results. It is unfair to spend a lot of money on space projects, and in some parts of the world, the money
is desperately needed to tackle problems like corruption and environmental issues, which is a more terrible
matter right now. Space explorations are important for scanning the skies to learn more about dangerous
meteorites and asteroids that could impact earth or destroy our satellites. The most exciting part of all of this is
the chance of finding new life, beyond what we can imagine. So your suggesting that governments spend
doubly-doubly-doubly-triply-quadruply the amount they spend on those areas on space travel. Humanity is the
number one priority; keeping the human race alive is a necessity. If there are things out there they don't hurt
us. The thousands of starving people cannot survive without food so why spend money on products which we
do not need. Food, clothing and shelter form a primary need for the mankind and these should take precedence
before any other development. Also, why take so much time and money to learn about Mars or any other
planet, when we know so little about our own? Humans are becoming more inquisitive as the years pass. It is
critical for us to think about the importance of the world as it stands in relation to outer space if we ever want
to solve the mystery of human existence. Diagnoses b. These are just a few of the intangible but real scientific
advances that have been made possible by space exploration. The Earth itself is not fully explored yet Space
exploration has always been a gimmick. Edgerton, V. Introduction A. Proof of this is the activity of Space X,
belonging to billionaire Elon Musk. In my personal opinion, I think that we should continue exploring the
space because exploring space gives people many benefits. Space exploration is the ongoing discovery and
exploration of structures that are in outer space which is evolving and growing space technology. Teach a man
to fish and feed him for a lifetime. Digital breast Biopsy system C. Scientific knowledge has value beyond the
measurements of cost Knowledge is invaluable. The pressures are far far too powerful and some even say its
more dangerous to trek to the bottom of our oceans then it is into space.


